Abstract: Humans have a long history of coping with specific risks. We expect natural selection to have resulted in specific physiological and psychological design elements for responding well to these risks. Why then does it seem so difficult to communicate risk in modern technological societies? Although these failures are often blamed on lay ignorance of technical issues or mistrust of industry or government, we suggest that neither ignorance nor mistrust is fundamentally to blame. Instead, humans seem wired by natural selection to use a mental calculus for reckoning uncertainty and making decisions in the face of risk that can be substantially different from probability theory, propositional calculus (logic), or economic rationality (utility maximization). We argue that this is due to the unique armament of strategies humans have evolved to cope with the risks faced during our long history living as hunter-gatherers. In particular, we believe the risk of social contract violation (not contributing a fair share to cooperative endeavors) was an important selective factor because reciprocity, reciprocal altruism, and cooperation are primary adaptations to the most important risks hunter-gatherers faced. Important selective agents include uncertainty in food acquisition timing and quantity, pathogens, and risks from inter-group competition (including warfare).
Hunting-gathering lifestyle Data from 6 mos. studies
Rofecoxib data from No calculator evolved to take these as inputs Natural frequencies are the preferred input Strong Reciprocity
• Ernst Fehr and Simon Gächter -team earns money when all cooperate -Punishers (moralistic aggression)
• Spend money to ensure freeloaders don't prosper • Note -this is "irrational".
-People do pursue own self interest
• But, definition of "self interest" includes fairness, equity, justice, prudence, generosity, etc.
Strong reciprocity (2)
• Human emotional constitution embraces prosocial and altruistic notions of in-group and out-group identification, and reciprocity -A direct result of evolutionary history 
